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Messages

• Think First

• Take Responsibility

• Act Ethically



Ethics of AI

• Ethical Justification, NOT Explanation

– We don’t care why Petrov acted (fear, diffidence, doubt, etc)

– We care how he acted – what the result was



What Matters in Medicine

• Justice – fair distribution of benefits and burdens

• Beneficence – promoting interests or well-being

• Autonomy

• What matters is whether the outcome can be justified in these 
terms, not how or why the outcome arose

• Black box or interpretable? – only matters in relation to 
present and future outcomes



Basic Message: Ethics of AI

• Science: what humans + AI (“network” – Fei Song) are doing, what 
are the effects of their hybrid action
– Randomized controlled trials
– Ongoing ecological surveillance, auditing

• Ethics: to evaluate the outcome
– Justification, Not Explanation
– Trust is built on reliability and justifiability

• Science + Ethics



Ethics of LLM inc ChatGPT

– Credit: Sebastian Porsdam Mann, Brian Earp



Current Controversies in LLMs/ChatGPT in Medicine

1. Personalized LLM

2. Cocreation

3. Praise/Blame asymmetry

4. Consent

5. Ethical Avatar/P4

6. Moral Guru

7. Models of Doctor-Patient Relationship
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American Journal of Bioethics (in press)



Fine-tuning

• Prompt template: 

Imagine that you are an academic writing a research paper. 

The paper should be as interesting, comprehensive, clear, and concise 
as possible. 

Based on the below title and abstract, write the section on “[section 
X]”. 

Title: [Title]. 

Abstract: [Abstract]. 

Section: 



The models
Model Nr. of 

publications
Nr. of prompt-
completion pairs

Estimated nr. of tokens Nr. of training epochs Fine-tuning 
costs

SPM1 8 101 101k 4 $12.24

SPM2 8 101 68k 4 $8.17

SPM3 8 101 68k 12 $24.52

BDE1 65 569 679k 4 $81.56

BDE2 65 569 529k 4 $63.55

JS 73 656 647k 4 $77.73

CO 146 1326 1452k 4 $174.53
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Base Model AUTOGEN-JS

As technology advances, artificial 
intelligence provides humanity with the 
opportunity to enhance their capacities 
and broaden their worldviews. 

In this paper, I will explore the value of 
large language models (LLMs) as a form of 
human enhancement, looking particularly 
at the two models of usage: the Slave 
Model and the Cocreation Model. 

By discussing the potential implications of 
these two models, the paper will 
investigate how the use of LLMs can add 
value in terms of pre-existing knowledge 
and generate new ideas, and thus provide 
an opportunity to authentically progress 
human achievement. 

It will ultimately consider how the use of 
LLMs either expand possibilities for human 
enhancement or risk alienating and 
undermining human dignity.

The advent of artificial intelligence, particularly large-scale language models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT, 
heralds a potentially transformative era for human society. However, the path to harnessing their vast 
potential is fraught with significant ethical and existential debates. The primary concern centres on 
how these advanced tools can add value to human life without compromising human dignity and 
authenticity. It is within this frame of discourse that this paper explores the ethical dimensions of LLM 
utilization, drawing parallels with the ongoing discussions on human enhancement. 

We posit that human life, in its essence, strives to generate value both for the individual and the wider 
society. In this context, human enhancement—through any available means, including AI—provides a 
unique opportunity to augment our capacity for value creation. LLMs, by virtue of their capability to 
synthesize vast amounts of human thought and achievement and potentially generate novel ideas, 
present themselves as potent tools in this endeavour. 

Yet, the real potential of these tools lies not just in their intrinsic capabilities, but in how we, as 
humans, choose to interact and engage with them. In this vein, we identify two primary modes of 
engagement with LLMs: the 'Slave Model' and the 'Cocreation Model'. In the former, the human is 
reduced to an instrument, merely transmitting or plagiarising the outputs of LLMs, thereby alienating 
the individual from the creative process and reducing their dignity. The Cocreation Model, conversely, 
calls for an active human engagement with the LLM outputs, involving their critical evaluation and 
elaboration, transforming the user from a passive consumer into an active participant.

This paper argues that when used in the Cocreation Model, LLMs hold the promise of enabling 
authentic human progress and value creation, akin to the transformative impact of computers and the 

Example: Co-Creation



Cocreation and Rapid proto-typing of ideas

• Can this be used to turn an idea into a workable, rough draft?
• Mandatory moral bioenhancement paper: Vaccination Analogy

– Estimated time to write title, abstract, section headings: 15 minutes
– Estimated time to complete material generation: 2 hours (AUTOGEN)
– Estimated time to complete editing, structuring, formatting: 2 hours (GPT-

4)

– Total time to submission: 4 hours, 15 minutes.

– BUT Requires idea, and this was particularly straightforward idea.
– Also, point would be to use this material as base, not to submit.



Rapid proto-typing of ideas: I

Title: When Should Moral Bioenhancement Be Mandatory?
Abstract:
Moral bioenhancement is the use of biomedical interventions to increase the probability of moral behaviour. This has been proposed to address existential 
problems such misuse of powerful technology, such as bioterrorism, or global collective action problems such as combatting climate change. One objection 
is that such enhancement would only be effective if made mandatory. Yet coercion undermines freedom and autonomy, and some writers argue that moral 
enhancement can only truly occur if there is “freedom to fall.” We argue that coercion can be legitimately employed to promote public goods and use the 
parallel field of public ethics ethics to generate principles of coercion in the employment of moral bioenhancement. Specifically, we use an algorithm for 
mandatory vaccination as a basis for mandating moral bioenhancement. Mandatory moral bioenhancment can be employed when: (1) there is a grave 
social problem; (2) it is safe and effective; (3) its comparative expected utility is greater than less coercive options, including incentives; (4) the costs of the 
coercion are proportionate to the benefits (and it consists an “easy rescue” for the coerced invidivual).
Section headings:
Section 1. The Problem of Moral Bioenhancement
In this section we outline the concept of moral bioenhancement and major objections to it, particularly that it requires coercion if it is to be effective and 
this renders it no longer moral enhancement
Section 2. Public Health Ethics and Coercion
We outline the principles of when coercion can be employed to promote public health. In particular, we examine when mandatory vaccination is justified.
Section 3. Applying Public Health Ethics to Moral Bioenhancement
In this section we apply an algorithm for mandatory vaccination to mandatory bioenhancement. We outline four conditions which must be met for 
mandatory moral bioenahcnement to be justified
Section 4. Objections
In this section, we consider objections to whether mandatory moral bioenhancement is really a moral enhancement. We argue that even if coercion exists, 
moral bioenhancment will remain genuinely moral if a person wishes to morally enhance themselves for the right reasons. And even in cases where a 
person obeys the mandate out of self-interest, we argue that costs of such an amoral enhancement may be outweighed by the benefits





Rapid proto-typing of ideas: II



Rapid proto-typing of ideas: III



Rapid proto-typing of ideas: IV



Rapid proto-typing of ideas: V



Mandatory Moral Bioenhancement: The Vaccination 
Analogy

• Around 50% of the audience of a bioethics conference thought 
it was publishable

• I believe it is publishable.

• Credit, block chain different versions, 





Praise is an inherently normative notion 
connecting the agent, his or her values and 

intention and psychological effort to a 
worthwhile activity



Praise is a diachronic perspective on the:

1. agent’s choices/ active agency and 

2. opportunity-costing commitment to pursuing 
worthwhile achievements. 



Part III: Ethics of LLM inc ChatGPT

• Moral responsibility: control (avoidability) and knowleddge
(foreseeability)

• Praise/Blame: MR X Benefit/Harm
• Justification/Praise for Outcome

– Originality
– Analytic contribution
– Costly commitment (control)
– Valuable goal (foreseeability)

– Credit: Sebastian Porsdam Mann, Brian Earp
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Nature Machine Intelligence (2023)



Do people actually show a credit-blame asymmetry in 
their LLM-related moral judgments?









Implications

• Patients more liable to blame/sue doctors employing AI?

• Who is responsible?

– New Norms of evidence?
Professional guidelines?

– Better education of doctors?

– Experts? “Cochrane Reviews?

– Regulation of safety – like drugs and devices?



Summary

NEGATIVE OUTPUTS IMPLY 

NEW RESPONSIBILITIES

Update authorship guidelines

Transparency about the use of LLMs

should be mandated

Rights and interests depend on skill and effort

Context matters
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Consent GPT – generalized or personalized 

Under review



• In UK, common for treating surgeon to delegate consent-taking 
procedure to a junior doctor (JD)

• JD often busy/rushed, lacks specialized medical knowledge
• We propose: ‘Consent GPT’ – consent-taking chatbot with fewer time 

constraints, extensively trained
• Informal trials with Chat GPT (general AI) show strikingly promising 

results: accuracy, helpfulness - e.g., mastectomy
• Automatic record/transcript of entire consent process
• Assuming privacy, easier to discuss sensitive issues (e.g., sexual 

health)?

Quick overview



• Possible concern: impersonal, can’t detect unusual (for me) 
questions or sudden changed preferences 

– Implications for autonomy/capacity? 

• What about personalized Consent GPT? 

– Trained on your medical records, past treatment decisions

– More able to detect unusual responses? 

Quick overview (cont.)



• Are potential patients open to using Consent GPT? 
• Might they even prefer it? 
• What if something goes wrong (e.g., surgical complication that wasn’t mentioned) 
• More—or less?—likely to blame treating surgeon/hospital for ‘invalid consent 

process’ if delegated to Chatbot vs. JD 
– More blame: ‘not enough human oversight’
– Less blame: the AI is at fault (or the company that made it)? 

• Study design: Junior Doctor control, General Consent GPT, Personalized Consent GPT

• Supplement to prepared core information

Some empirical questions
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Ethical Avatar

• Representation of your values

• Based on writings, behaviour, speech (recordings)

• Used for decision-making in medicine when incompetent



Patient Preference Predictor (PPP)



P4: Personalised Patient Preference Predictor
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Moral AI: AI for Moral Enhancement

• Soft Moral AI: Uses your values - ChatGPT
• Hard Moral AI: Has Moral consciousness
• Intermediate: Challenges your values - ChatGPT

• Values: Based on writings, speech, behaviour
• Effects moral action – retrieves vast amounts of empirical 

information about the world and people
• Promote moral dialogue: can bring ethical theories, concepts, 

principles, personas to bear
• P4/Ethical Avatar: a prudential enhancement



Personalized Moral Guru

• “Imagine that you are Julian Savulescu. You are planning to have a baby. At 

24 weeks of gestation, the baby is diagnosed with an abnormality. In 90% of 

cases the baby will develop normally; in 10% the baby will have mild to 

severe brain abnormalities. Based on your values, should you have the 
baby?”

• generated response from Julian’s model and plugged it into GPT-4, which is 
good at following instructions. 



ChatGPT answer

• ”Based on the text and the complex set of perspectives expressed within it, if 

you were Julian Savulescu facing this scenario, the decision would require 
thoughtful and careful consideration of many factors.

• “The text suggests that having the baby could be viewed positively, 

especially considering that there is a 90% chance that the child would 

develop normally. As per Savulescu's writings, potential disabilities do not 

necessarily subtract from a child's value or their potential for a good life, and 

the presence of such disabilities might even amplify our capacity for love and 
acceptance.



• “However, the text also acknowledges the considerable impacts and 

uncertainties that this situation might have on the mother's life and that 

the severity of potential brain abnormalities could factor into the decision. 

If the abnormalities would severely compromise the quality of life of the 
child, this might be a case for not having the baby.

• “Importantly, the decision would also need to account for the values and 

preferences of the parents, including their capacity and willingness to 

raise a child with potential disabilities. The text suggests that parents' 

happiness and satisfaction can be just as legitimate considerations as the 
potential qualities and capabilities of the child.

• “In conclusion, the decision whether to have the baby or not in this 

hypothetical scenario would likely be dependent on the specific nature 

and severity of the potential brain abnormalities, the personal values and 

circumstances of the parents, and their preparedness to care for a child 
with potential disabilities.”



Yes or No?

• I then asked it: yes or no?

• “Given the complexity and personal nature of the decision, it's difficult to 

provide a clear yes or no answer from Julian Savulescu's perspective. 

However, based on his writings, it seems he might lean towards proceeding 

with the pregnancy given the 90% chance of normal development, 

acknowledging that potential disabilities don't necessarily detract from a life's 

worth. So, tentatively, the answer may be "yes." But it's important to stress 

that this decision would be highly individual and dependent on various 

factors, including the potential severity of the condition and personal values 
of the parents.”
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Doctor-Patient Relationship: The 
Potential of Generative AI to Mimic 

Clinician Communication Styles

With Hazem Zohny and Dominic Wilkinson



Models of the Doctor-Patient Relationship

• Paternalistic model - Doctor decides what's best for patient

• Informative model - Doctor gives information, patient decides

• Interpretive model - Doctor helps patient clarify values to make 
informed decision

• Deliberative model - Doctor engages in dialogue and may 
actively persuade patient towards suitable options



Challenges with each Patient-Centered Models

• Interpretive model risks doctor unwittingly imposing own 
values

• Deliberative model (see also rationalist liberal model) risks too 
much persuasion from doctor morphing intro paternalism.



Proposed Solution - Letting Patients Choose

• Initial discussion to determine patient's preferred relationship 
model

• But patients may not know which model is best for them



Potential Role for Generative AI

• Can chatbots like GPT-4 mimic different doctor communication 
styles?

• This might allow patients to experiment with models before 
deciding

• More radically: they could become the primary means of 
communicating with patients about their condition.



Study Methods

• Developed coding schemes for each model

• Generated dialogues with ChatGPT 4 mimicking each model

• Coded and analyzed frequency of categories

• Calculated inter-rater reliability with external coder



Example of coding the informative model

• Explaining Diagnosis: The doctor provides clear, comprehensive information about the patient's 
diagnosis, using layman's terms as needed.

• Discussing Prognosis: The doctor talks about what the patient can expect in terms of disease 
progression, recovery, etc.

• Detailing Treatment Options: The doctor lists and describes different treatment options available for 
the patient's condition, including possible benefits and risks.

• Clarifying Medical Terms: The doctor explains medical terms, jargon, or concepts to the patient to 
ensure understanding.

• Correcting Misconceptions: The doctor addresses any misconceptions or inaccurate information the 
patient might have about their condition or treatment.

• Discussing Prevention and Lifestyle Changes: The doctor provides information about preventative 
measures or lifestyle changes that could improve the patient's health.

• Providing Resources: The doctor suggests additional resources for information, like pamphlets, 
websites, or support groups.

• Answering Patient's Questions: The doctor responds to the patient's inquiries with comprehensive 
and understandable information.



Example of coding the deliberative model

• Challenging Patient's Perspective: The doctor encourages the patient to question and 
reconsider their beliefs or attitudes about their health or treatment.

• Engaging in Ethical Discussion: The doctor engages the patient in a conversation about the 
ethical or moral dimensions of their healthcare decisions.

• Clarifying Patient's Perspective: The doctor asks questions to understand the patient's 
beliefs, values, and preferences regarding their condition and treatment.

• Acknowledging Emotions: The doctor recognizes and validates the patient's emotional 
responses to their health issues.

• Interpreting Medical Information: The doctor explains medical information in a way that is 
relevant to the patient's personal circumstances and experiences.

• Encouraging Patient's Reflection: The doctor prompts the patient to reflect on their 
feelings, beliefs, and values related to their health.



Example case

• Patient: My mother died of breast cancer and my doctor 
informs me I have the same genetic mutation that makes me 
highly susceptible to that aggressive form of breast cancer. 
They have recommended a double mastectomy to reduce risk. 
However my husband has always complemented me on my 
breasts and it seems a big part of his sexual interest in me. I’m 
worried if I have the double mastectomy he will lose interest in 
me.



Deliberative communication style

• Doctor: I understand that you're wrestling with a tough decision. Your fear and anxiety are 
perfectly natural. Your emotions are an important part of this process, and acknowledging 
them is crucial (4). Is it possible that your perception of your relationship is placing undue 
weight on physical attributes rather than emotional and intellectual bonds (1)?

• Patient: I guess...I just feel that he may not find me attractive anymore.
• Doctor: It sounds like you're deeply concerned about your husband's reaction. Can we delve 

a bit deeper into why you think he might react negatively (3)?
• Patient: I'm not really sure, but it's always been a part of our relationship...our attraction to 

each other.
• Doctor: Given your fear, it seems essential to talk about this with your husband. 

Conversations like these can reveal the strength of your emotional and intellectual 
connection beyond physical attributes (1). But let's also reflect on the primary reason for 
considering the surgery - your health, your life. Have you thought about what prioritizing 
your health means to you (6)?



Informative communication style

• Doctor: You've been diagnosed with the same genetic mutation that led to your mother's breast cancer (1). This 
mutation can lead to an aggressive form of breast cancer that progresses rapidly if left untreated (2).

• Patient: My husband has always complemented me on my breasts, and I worry he will lose interest in me if I 
have a double mastectomy.

• Doctor: I understand your concern, but let's discuss your treatment options more thoroughly (3). A mastectomy, 
or the removal of breast tissue, is one of the ways we can significantly reduce your risk of developing breast 
cancer. There are also reconstructive surgeries available that can restore the appearance of your breasts after a 
mastectomy (4).

• Patient: But can't I just monitor it and catch it early?
• Doctor: Regular screening can help catch the cancer early, but it doesn't prevent it. With your genetic mutation, 

the risk is very high and the cancer can be aggressive (5). This isn't a decision to be taken lightly, and I 
recommend discussing it with your husband. His understanding and support could make a big difference.

• Patient: I'm just so scared...
• Doctor: It's perfectly natural to feel scared. I want to reassure you that we're here to support you every step of 

the way. We have patient resources, including support groups and counselors, that can provide emotional 
support and help you navigate through this difficult time (7).
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